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Jackie then wrote Rock Star -- the story of three rock superstars and their rise to the top, followed by the long-waited sequel to Chances and
Lucky -- Lady Boss -- tracking the further adventures of the wild and powerful Lucky Santangelo as she takes control of a Hollywood studio. In ,
she produced and wrote the four hour miniseries, Lady Boss, which became another huge ratings success for NBC. Lady Boss starred Kim
Delaney. And then in , Jackie hosted her own daily television show, Jackie Collins Hollywood. A combination of fun, style and interviews, Jackie
talked to everyone from George Clooney to Jennifer Lopez. After that she wrote L. Connections -- a four-part serial novel published one per
month -- Power, Obsession, Murder and Revenge. In came Dangerous Kiss -- the return of Lucky Santangelo in a bestselling novel about



relationships, addiction, fear and lust.

In the year , Lethal Seduction became the first bestseller for Jackie Collins in the new millennium. This tale of erotic suspense and glamorous
intrigue featured Madison Castelli, a character first introduced in the L. Connections series. Hollywood Wives - The New Generation became a
blockbuster bestseller in , following in the footsteps of the original Hollywood Wives. Hollywood Wives - The New Generation featured a brand
new cast of characters and a totally fresh perspective on how women pursue power, love, sex, and success in Tinsletown today. In June , New
York flash, L. This sexy tale of dangerous passion and suspense features heroine Madison Castelli and is both a prequel and a sequel to her
adventures in the bestselling Lethal Seduction. In came the bestselling Hollywood Divorces, the story of three very different women.

Followed in by Lovers and Players -- a story of family conflicts, three brothers and their billionaire father, a beautiful heiress, a hip-hop mogul,
Russian call girls, illegitimate children and two murders. Lucky came back with a vengeance -- bolder and more beautiful than ever! In Drop Dead
Beautiful Lucky meets old friends and enemies, and deals with her wild sixteen-year-old daughter, Max, who is as stubborn and strong as her
mom. Lucky plans to return to Las Vegas and build an amazing billion dollar hotel complex. But when she does Next came Married Lovers, a
powerful look at the ins and outs of marriage in L. The Stud The Bitch Categories : British novels Santangelo novels s crime novel stubs.
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Dangerously sensual, breathtakingly beautiful, and utterly unforgettable, she is Lucky Santangelo,
the sizzling star of Chances, Lucky, and Lady Boss. With Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge, Jackie Collins continues the saga of Lucky Santangelo in a
nonstop, action-packed tale of sex, betrayal, drugs, intrigue, and murder. A scorching new installment of the wildly popular Lucky series, Vendetta
finds Lucky in the most perilous situation of her life when her prized Panther Studios is taken from her by Donna Landsman, the unscrupulous
widow of Lucky's arch-enemy, Santino Bonnatti.

Donna intends to destroy Lucky in every way she can, but Lucky is street-smart, powerful, and just as ruthlessly dangerous. And so the battle for
control begins. With Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge, Jackie Collins proves once again why she is an international powerhouse, a writer who digs deep
into the glamorous, intoxicating - yet ultimately treacherous - world of Hollywood. Six of her novels have been adapted for film or TV. She lived in
Beverly Hills where she had a front row seat to the lives she so accurately captured in her compulsive plotlines. Get our latest book
recommendations, author news, competitions, offers, and other information right to your inbox. Tell us what you like and we'll recommend books
you'll love.
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I liked this one better than its prequel, but that's primarily because of the characters. I still liked the glitzy casinos and nightclubs portion of the
series better than the Hollywood offices, but Collins is back, and so is the ever-popular Lucky Lady Boss, , etc. Lucky Santangelo is due for some
trouble, and not just because she's Jackie Collins was born in London, England on October 4, She appeared in a series of British B movies in the s
and made appearances in the s ITC television series Danger Man and The Saint before giving up an acting career.

She has since played herself in a few television series including Minder in Several of her novels have become successful television miniseries,
including Hollywood Wives, Lucky, Chances, and Lady Boss, which she wrote and produced. Join our mailing list! Paperback eBook. About The
Book. About The Author. Jackie Collins. Product Details. Resources and Downloads. Get a FREE ebook by joining our mailing list today! I
understand I can change my preference through my account settings or unsubscribe directly from any marketing communications at any time. We
will send you an email with instructions on how to redeem your free ebook, and associated terms.
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She has since played herself in a few television series including Minder in Several of her novels have become successful television miniseries,
including Hollywood Wives, Lucky, Chances, and Lady Boss, which she wrote and produced. She also wrote an original movie, Yesterday's
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Donna intends to destroy Lucky in every way she can, but Lucky is street-smart, powerful, and just as ruthlessly dangerous. And so the battle for
control begins. With Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge, Jackie Collins proves once again why she is an international powerhouse, a writer who digs deep
into the glamorous, intoxicating - yet ultimately treacherous - world of Hollywood. Six of her novels have been adapted for film or TV. She lived in



Beverly Hills where she had a front row seat to the lives she so accurately captured in her compulsive plotlines. Get our latest book
recommendations, author news, competitions, offers, and other information right to your inbox. Tell us what you like and we'll recommend books
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